
JUDGEMENT FAIR OR NOT

Every person accused of a crime should have their guilt or innocence determined by a fair and effective legal process.
But its not just about protecting suspects.

If you visit the official Gears of War website, you will find that the official title actually spells the word
judgment, not judgement. Fair trials are the only way to prevent miscarriages of justice and are an essential
part of a just society. Everything in demand is on a competitive scale. Our idea of fairness is self interest
People like to invent moral authority. Can you save children from a burning house, or remove a tumour, or
make a room of strangers laugh? Despite this, it's a right that is being abused in countries across the globe with
devastating human and social consequences. People dress up to win partners. Rule 2. Different countries have
developed different ways of doing this, but regardless of how a particular legal system operates, the principles
above are core to all fair justice systems and they all form part of the Right to a Fair Trial. Without fair trials,
trust in government and the rule of law collapses. Judgment has a huge, and some would say overwhelming,
lead over judgement. A hard working janitor is less rewarded by society than a ruthless stockbroker.
Companies would only fail if everyone who worked for them was evil. Does that mean that judgement is the
standard British spelling? Your writing, at its best. Countries are developing swifter ways of imposing
punishments, often without a trial; the global "war on terror" and flawed political talk of "rebelancing"
criminal justice systems to make us safer has had a corrosive effect; dictators and authoritarian regimes are
finding new ways of using criminal justicce as a tool of oppression; and human rights face new threats from
increasing cross-border cooperation to fight crime. It may make you sick. What exactly can you and have you
done for the world? What is new is the scale and nature of the challenge: the number of people directly
affected by criminal justice is growing with new offences created every day and increasing numbers being
jauiled. All judges should base their decisions on sound evidence. We judge ourselves by our thoughts. An
internal sense of honour and love and duty count for squat. To determine whether judgement or judgment is
the right choice, you can use the evidence to make a decision. Without fair trials, victims can have no
confidence that justice will be done. Our parents tell us this. What about in other types of documents? Still, it
is more common than judgement in all British writings. We are working towards an ambitious global goal.
The truth is, life is just playing by different rules. But facing that reality might just be the key to unlocking
your understanding of the world, and with it, all of your potential. Should its use be restricted to the UK or
outlawed entirely? A person with years of experience being someone completely different to you. Because â€”
what â€” you exist? Whatever admiration society awards us, comes from the selfish perspectives of others.
The Right to a Fair Trial is recognised internationally as a fundamental human right and countries are required
to respect it. Be the best writer in the office. Similarly we love to hate our bosses and parents and politicians.


